City of Dallas makes ‘It Gets Better’ video
Mayor, city manager, 13 gay employees appear in message to LGBT youth
Workers from code compliance to attorney’s office get emotional as they talk about coming-out experiences

Gay-run Ranch Hand Rescue continues to revolutionize veterinary medicine while saving abused animals, nurturing wounded people
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With Youth First Texas in disarray, board chair calls special meeting

Youth First Texas board chair Chris Cognetta has called a special meeting of the board for Thursday, Jan. 17, “to consider and act on the resolution to reorganize the Youth First Texas Board of Directors (including removal of all current members of the Board of Directors).”

“It’s time for new leadership to take on the challenges of the next decade,” Cognetta said.

A year ago, a number of YFT directors either rolled off the board or were not re-elected because the remaining members felt the organization needed a more active, working board.

One of the remaining board members, Jeremy Liebbe, expressed concern recently that financial entries were not being kept up to date. He said he pulled some reports off the computer in December and there had been no updates since October.

Liebbe’s term ended in December and he was not re-elected for the current year.

A number of community leaders reportedly expressed their concerns at a YFT board meeting Jan. 8, including Wayne Davis of Dallas Bears, Robert Delgado of the United Court of the Lone Star Empire and Jeffrey Payne of Leather Knights. Representatives from the Dallas Tavern Guild, Cedar Springs Merchant Association and Texas Gay Rodeo Association also attended.

“Out major donors were upset,” said board member David Freudiger.

One concern is that a high percentage of the organization’s budget goes into administrative costs with a small amount for youth programming.

Freudiger said he’s only interested in what’s best for the youth and agreed that over the past two years there’s been some board dysfunction.

Since YFT is run by a working board, he said, part of the solution is identifying the skills and functions needed and then growing the board to fill those positions.

He said the collective knowledge of running a nonprofit among those who attended the meeting was huge, and he wants to tap into that knowledge.

He said there was little he could predict before next week’s meeting but thought the situation required major changes to the board.

“It’s about moving forward,” Freudiger said.

“We’re going to correct the problems and create the best environment for LGBT youth,” Liebbe said.

Cognetta said the organization’s financial position is stable with enough money in the bank now to operate for six months. Liebbe agreed with that estimate.

The meeting will be at 7 p.m. Thursday at YFT, 5201 Harry Hines Blvd., and is open to the public.

— David Taffet
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Phoenix rising

Gay-run Ranch Hand Rescue continues to revolutionize veterinary medicine while saving abused animals, nurturing wounded people

DAVID TAFFET | Staff Writer
taffet@dallasvoice.com

ARGYLE, Denton County — When Bob Williams founded Ranch Hand Rescue, he had three goals: to create a sanctuary for abused and starved farm animals, to rescue those animals with accountability and to help people.

But Williams could never have imagined that within a few years the ranch would be revolutionizing veterinary medicine while helping everyone from juvenile detainees to wounded warriors, anorexics and amputees.

After Williams suffered a stroke several years ago, he and his partner Marty Polasko moved to Argyle from California.

On their property, Polasko opened American Pet Spa & Resort to care for pets in a way that perhaps only gay people would understand — complete with webcams for owners and swimming lessons and satellite TV for dogs.

Meanwhile, Williams created Ranch Hand Rescue as a safe and controlled environment where animals that ordinarily would be euthanized are happily living out their lives or recovering before moving on to lives with new owners.

In a few severe cases of abuse, animals have had to be euthanized. In most cases, animals lucky enough to end up at Ranch Hand Rescue receive cutting-edge veterinary care. The latter include the first horse to be fitted with a prosthetic leg — which made international news a few years ago — and now, the first horse to receive stem-cell treatment.

Williams won’t euthanize animals that tell him they want to live. Yes, he communicates with the animals, usually by placing their heads to his heart and by telling them they’re safe.

And Phoenix, Williams insists, wanted to live.

“I looked into his eyes and knew he wasn’t giving up,” Williams said.

When Phoenix arrived at Ranch Hand Rescue last January, he’d suffered an injury resulting in the loss of his hoof, hoof wall and a portion of his coffin bone. The coffin bone is the small lower-most bone in a horse’s leg, just above the hoof.

A year earlier, Williams dealt with another horse with a similar problem.

Midnite, a miniature horse, has become Ranch Hand Rescue’s star. After being fitted with a prosthetic lower leg, he quickly adapted and began walking. He’s been featured on Animal Planet and helped Houston Mayor Annise Parker inaugurate a new Houston park and playground designed for children with handicaps.

Williams calls Midnite a natural and estimates the horse has met more than 10,000 people since being fitted with his new leg.

A donor recently provided a horse trailer outfitted to transport Midnite safely, and this summer Williams plans to take him on a national tour.

So when Phoenix arrived, he, too, was fitted with a prosthetic. But when Phoenix’s coffin bone rotated, the prosthetic could no longer help him. Because he was missing about a third of the coffin bone, doctors wanted to euthanize him, which is standard practice.

Williams refused. He consulted with some of the best equine veterinarians in the country and came up with an innovative treatment.

Dr. John Bitter, an Argyle vet, operated on Phoenix’s leg using a procedure called tendon cutting. Working with a company called Nano Fiber, Bitter harvested stem cells and injected columns in the horse’s leg.

Seven months later, after spending much of that time in a cast, Phoenix walks normally wearing just an artificial shoe as the rest of the hoof regenerates. He apparently has no pain.

Williams said this is the first time stem-cell treatment has been used in horses. He said he’s been told by experts that this could not only change veterinary medicine, but also lead to treatments for paralysis in humans and regenerating human tissue.

But saving the horse and advances in veterinary care is only part of the story for Williams.

“Horses key in to our body language,” she said. “Horses help you interact with Midnite.”

Another staff member is Kim Mills, a licensed therapist with a certification in equine-assisted therapy.

“If this little horse can do it, then I can do it,” children often say, according to Watson.

Williams has been amazed at the reaction he’s seen to children interacting with Midnite.

“Our equine therapy program is so successful, we have to hire a second therapist,” Williams said.

Williams said once people connect with horses, he sees improvement sometimes on a daily basis.

“It’s extremely successful for people who don’t do well in an office [therapy] environment,” Williams said.

When news of Midnite’s successful prosthetic made news, Williams began getting calls from doctors and parents. He received numerous requests about children who were about to undergo amputation and wanted to meet the horse.

Justin Watson recently took over much of the day-to-day operation of the ranch to allow Williams more time for the extensive fundraising needed to operate the sanctuary.
Mills said that when her patients are around the animals, their defenses come down.

Among those patients are children with anorexia, who help feed emaciated animals. “They can see their body image in the horse,” she said, adding that those in addiction recovery experience similar benefits. “It really does seem to help.”

As a military veteran who spent 18 months in Afghanistan, Watson encourages other vets and their children to come to the ranch as part of their recovery. “When we get back, we need sensitivity,” he said.

Those coming back from war with PTSD are always on high alert, Mills said. The animals help calm them down. But the therapy works for their children as well. “It’s powerful for kids who wonder why mom or dad is different since coming home,” Mills said.

Some people come to the ranch afraid of horses and start with one of the miniatures, which tend to be gentler. After starting slowly, they’ll tell Mills, “I think I want to meet a larger horse.”

Feeding and grooming animals is effective for children with low self-esteem. The ranch recently began working with the Denton County Juvenile Department.

“They can really come up quickly,” Mills said.

She said donkeys are phenomenal for people working through severe traumas, deaths or unexplained loss.

“People gravitate toward them,” she said. “But the donkeys are specific in who they choose to bond with.”

Some people relate to Al, a llama who takes to certain people but doesn’t particularly like to be touched. Al helps teach people boundaries, she said. She said that Pegasus, a horse who was battered and doesn’t want to be touched in certain places, relates well to clients who’ve been abused.

Mills said working with a horse was particularly effective with one transgender client. The animal was loving and accepting. Mills said she watched as the client’s “authentic self came out,” helping ease her transition.

In 2012, Ranch Hand Rescue took in 25 animals needing critical care. Williams calls the Denton County sheriff’s department the best in the state in following through with prosecution against animal abusers.

He was particularly disappointed in the recent outcome of a case in Collin County. Six horses were seized after being beaten and severely neglected, one was euthanized, one died and the other four took six to 13 months to rehabilitate. The Collin County District Attorney’s office prosecuted, but a jury found the abuser not guilty in October.

After a recent call from Garza County near Lubbock, one horse died before Williams arrived. “We usually get there in time,” Williams said. But rather than dwell on failures, Williams focuses on successes.

“Phoenix’s biggest problem is he’s stir crazy,” Williams said. He said the horse was getting a new shoe fitting soon and they’d re-evaluate whether to give him more space to run around. Currently, Phoenix is kept in a round pen to limit his activity while the leg heels.

As the ranch’s success with rescuing farm animals in new and innovative ways grows, the waiting list for people to get into the equine assisted therapy program does too.

“Animals change us in positive ways,” Mills said.
**deaths**

Brent Clayton Larmer, 52, passed away Saturday, Jan. 5, 2013. Brent was born March 6, 1960, in Fort Worth. He was a graduate of Southwest High School and Oklahoma State University. Brent had a great personality, which made him a successful sales associate at Park Place Volvo in Dallas, and he was beloved by family and friends. The family would like to sincerely thank his friends, Carlo Barone, George Tometich, John McCall, Victor Taylor and Larry Singleton; as well as his colleagues and boss, Rob Schweizer, who all gave very special attention to Brent during his stay in the hospital.

He was preceded in death by his father, Ernest R. Larmer. He is survived by his mother, Joan Williams and husband, Jim; twin brother, Seth R. Larmer and his wife, Kathy; brother, Jay Williams and wife, Angel; sisters, Jamie Clapa and husband, John, Jodi Devlin and husband, Brendan, and Jeana Rudolph and husband, Doug; and many nieces and nephews.

Services were held Wednesday, Jan. 9, at Agape Baptist Church in Fort Worth, and interment was private.

In lieu of flowers, friends may honor his memory with a gift to a charity of choice.

Carl E. Schmitt, 63, passed away peacefully on Jan. 1, 2013, at St. Paul Hospital in Dallas from complications of cancer.

Carl was born Dec. 20, 1949, in Ohio. He had lived in Dallas for 30 years and worked part time at Lowe's as a kitchen designer.

He was preceded in death by his mother, Wilma Jean, and father, Edward Schmitt.

He is survived by his partner, Dex Crawford of Dallas; and friends, Sandee Lowe, Tim Myrick, Stanley Guy, Lee Rodger and Richard Gower, all of Dallas.

Services will be at 10 a.m. Jan. 26 at the Episcopal Church of St. Thomas the Apostle. 6225 Inwood Road, Dallas.
City of Dallas films ‘It Gets Better’ video

Mayor Mike Rawlings, City Manager Mary Suhm, 13 gay city employees appear in segment produced for project aimed at LGBT youth

ANNA WAUGH | Staff Writer
waugh@dallasvoice.com

A city of Dallas video is now among the more than 50,000 “It Gets Better” videos meant to inspire LGBT youth and let them know a better future is ahead despite current challenges.

The video, released exclusively to Dallas Voice this week, features 13 gay and lesbian city employees from different departments who discuss growing up, coming out, bullying and working in Dallas. Mayor Mike Rawlings and City Manager Mary Suhm are also in the video and speak about their pride in the city’s diverse makeup.

Suhm said she came up with the idea after she saw the Austin Police Department’s “It Gets Better” video featuring gay officers in September. Suhm wanted to take the idea and expand it to include all city employees to demonstrate diversity’s importance in the city’s workforce.

“It’s really important that the city workforce mirror the community that we live in and that we serve,” Suhm said. “I think the message is it’s a good place to work, it’s a safe place to work, that we need everybody, we need everybody’s ideas and energies. I want everybody to feel comfortable to be a part of our workforce.”

Suhm then brought the idea to Rawlings, who said he thought it was a great idea and wanted to be involved. He said he hopes the video shows that people are accepted in Dallas regardless of their sexual orientation and that it will help struggling LGBT youth overcome obstacles in their lives.

“Hopefully it says at the top of the city we believe in two things. One, acceptance regardless of someone’s sexual orientation. And second, as a young person that’s struggling, getting bullied or abused in some manner, that you can power through this and while it’s difficult other people have come through it,” Rawlings said. “I’ve been through difficult times and we all face our own challenges and you’ve got to persevere. And hopefully somebody might say that a mayor who cares about this issue could give me hope.”

Stephanie Laffin, secretary of the It Gets Better Project Board of Directors, said Dallas is among several other municipalities, including Chicago, San Francisco and Seattle, to make a video. She said cities that participate in the project have a meaningful impact by showing how welcoming they are to citizens and employees.

“IT GETS BETTER, Next Page

· texasnews

MANAGING THE MESSAGE | Dallas City Manager Mary Suhm, right, said she came up with the idea to film an ‘It Gets Better’ video after seeing the Austin Police Department’s. Suhm said she then pitched her proposal to Mayor Mike Rawlings, who felt it was a great idea and wanted to be involved.
Frank Librio, director of the city’s public information office, said Suhm asked him to work on the project. Being in his position for more than seven years and being openly gay, he said he knows a lot of employees and approached his gay colleagues about being in the video. The response was overwhelmingly positive.

He conducted all the interviews over two days in November. Librio, who also appears in the video, is among employees who get emotional on camera while speaking about their youth.

“I think that each city employee that participated in the video takes viewers on a journey through some difficult times in their life but also ultimately shows viewers how their life got better and how they found a community and employer that accepts them, values them and appreciates their creativity, talent and voice,” Librio said.

The video was made at a cost of $4,100 and funded by private donors Ed Oakley, Gregg Kilhoffer and Caven Enterprises. Librio hired two makeup artists and a professional editor to shoot and edit the five hours of interviews. After watching about 60 “It Gets Better” videos to get an idea of how he wanted Dallas’ to be produced, he said he oversaw six different versions before selecting the final one, which is about 13 minutes long.

Along with incorporating the traditional feel of the project’s videos by sharing personal stories, Librio said having Suhm and Rawlings speak about how welcoming the city is as a place and as an employer sends a stronger message.

“With the mayor’s participation and Mary’s part telling people who may be looking at the city as a potential employer that it is a safe place to be and you are accepted here, I think that’s really a very important message,” Librio said.

Patti Fink, president of Dallas Gay and Lesbian Alliance, said she was proud that the city took the initiative to make the video, and it demonstrated how supportive the city is of its LGBT citizens and employees. “I think taking the initiative to do something in support of the LGBT community is advocacy and leadership,” she said. “That speaks very well of the leadership at City Hall.”

Other city employees featured in the video are: Mark Doty, historic preservation officer; Theresa O’Donnell, director of sustainable development and construction; Detective Laura Martin, LGBT liaison for the Dallas Police Department; Joey Zapata, assistant city manager; Melissa Miles, assistant city attorney; John Rogers, assistant city attorney; Gary Sanchez, Councilwoman Delia Jasso’s assistant; Patricia Marsolais, director of civil service; Margarita Ortez, code compliance officer; Stephanie Flores, code compliance officer; Betty Swinners, volunteer coordinator; Kevin Lefebvre, senior environmental coordinator.
AUSTIN — Of the 150 voices swearing to do their democratic best in the Texas House at the state Capitol on Tuesday, Jan. 8, only one belonged to an out pansexual: El Paso’s history-making 29-year-old educator Mary Gonzalez.

Gonzalez became the first openly LGBT female to serve in the Texas Legislature, the first known pansexual elected official in the nation and the first woman to serve District 75. Oh, and she’s also the youngest member of the 83rd Legislature.

Safe to say, there are some eyes on Gonzalez.

“Today was a really wonderful experience,” Gonzalez told Dallas Voice on Tuesday afternoon after the House’s first session of the year. She brought a number of friends and family members to her first day of work, including her father — “my Republican father!” noted Gonzalez, laughing — and her girlfriend.

Gonzalez effectively won her seat in May 2012 when she won the Democratic Primary in El Paso’s District 75, where there was no Republican challenger. Gonzalez was the first LGBT candidate elected to the Legislature since Glen Maxey, D-Austin, left office in 2002. During her campaign for the seat, Gonzalez’s challengers kept bringing the conversation back to her sexuality. It’s a topic she doesn’t shy away from, but she also tells the Dallas Voice that it is not, and shouldn’t be, the sole definer of her political career.

Now that Gonzalez and her staff are busy moving into her sparsely decorated office in the Capitol, she’s ready to get to work — especially since it’ll give folks something to talk to her about besides her sexual orientation.

“One of the reasons identity has been so central to my public persona is because there’s nothing else,” said Gonzalez. “I haven’t been able to take votes yet, I haven’t been able to give, hopefully, amazing speeches yet. So I hope to fill the void of information out there.”

As the youngest member of the House, she’s also part of a new generation of politicians who focus on intersectionality, recognizing that race, gender, class and other identifiers can’t necessarily be separated from each other.

“It is a little bit suffocating to only be known as this queer, lesbian, pansexual representative,” said Gonzalez. “While that’s important to me, it does create an invisibility to other parts of me. I don’t want it to overshadow the work I want to do to serve my district.”

Gonzalez calls intersectionality the “lens” through which she “views the world,” and embraces the different aspects of who she is: Latina, working class, pansexual. Through that “lens,” Gonzalez says she’ll look at three major issues during the session: agriculture, the border and education.

First up is a dairy farm bill that could help shore up Gonzalez’s economically struggling district. She remembers her first time walking into the agriculture council meeting “all dolled up” and surrounded by older white male legislators: “They’re like ‘Who are you?’ I grew up on a dairy farm!”

She’ll also be working on issues surrounding a new international bridge in El Paso, tackling how to “manage growth and development” in a way that doesn’t create more colonias, border settlements with little-to-no infrastructure or access to sanitation and water.

In the long term, Gonzalez will focus on creating a state work-study program, confident that it would be “huge” if she can show “how work study programs help students graduate.” And as for LGBTQ issues, she’s working on these, too, hoping to co-author bills with Dallas Democratic state Rep. Rafael Anchia.

Whatever happens over the next 139 days, Gonzalez certainly doesn’t intend to cut herself, or her staff, any slack: “I want it to be the most progressive, most inclusive, most welcoming office to everybody who comes in.”

— Andrea Grimes
PLANO — A gay couple who went out for date night to Main Event are claiming discrimination after the manager told them they were not family and asked them to leave.

Alberto Lesmes and his partner Chad Hemp went to the entertainment center at 3941 Central Expressway Sunday, Jan. 6, for a night of bowling. When their bowling lane continued to have technical difficulties, they requested a new lane.

Once the couple began to bowl in the new lane, a child from a large group next to them kept bowling in their lane. Lesmes said his partner went up to ask if they could be moved again. When Lesmes saw his partner get upset, he went over to speak to the manager on duty.

The manager was already irritated, Lesmes said, and said they were causing a problem by asking to be moved again. The manager asked if they were professional bowlers. When the couple replied they were not, the manager said the venue was a family environment. Lesmes said he told the manager he was with his family. When the manager asked where they were, Lesmes pointed to his partner and said they were family and wanted to enjoy their evening.

But Lesmes said the manager refused to move them to another lane and told them that they “were not family.”

“He said, ‘My resolution is to refund your game and let you leave,’” Lesmes said, so they left. “He didn’t want to resolve it with us. … Instead of acknowledging that two men are here together, they just asked us to leave.”

Lesmes called to speak to the manager Tuesday but was treated rudely. He said an employee questioned whether the incident even happened and referred him to corporate. Main Event staff did contact him later in the week to speak about the incident, but he was unable to talk because he was dealing with a family matter.

After a preliminary investigation into the couple’s claim, the company says there was “no effort to discriminate.” Amy Johnson, director of marketing, emailed a statement to Dallas Voice Wednesday afternoon, explaining that the company was investigating the incident by talking to staff and reviewing video footage from Sunday.

“We employ and cater to guests from all walks of life, including the LGBT community,” the statement reads in part. “We are very protective of any family’s experience at Main Event and take every complaint and the resolution of such — very seriously. Our preliminary investigation reveals that there was no effort to discriminate. We want to ensure all of our guests get to enjoy the full experience of ‘Eat, Bowl, Play.’”

Johnson also sent Dallas Voice a copy of the company’s nondiscrimination policy that includes “sexual preference.” Lesmes said he and his partner hadn’t been to Main Event before Sunday and would never return after the treatment.

“Our goal is to hopefully bring awareness to all communities that there should be zero tolerance for any kind of prejudice based on same-sex relationships, multi-racial or otherwise,” he said. “To be told we are ‘not family’ is unacceptable. All we are seeking is an apology for the abrupt and rude communication from management and other parties involved.”

But his partner wants something more concrete. “I don’t want him to apologize. I want something more done,” Hemp said. “Maybe I’m reaching for something, but I am not second class. I am the same as everyone else and as for him to apologize that is not OK with me.”
Stonewall ‘hiatus’ shouldn’t affect local chapters

Faced with $30K budget shortfall, national LGBT Democratic group suspends operations, closes D.C. office but says it will reboot in 2014

DAVID TAFGET  | Staff Writer
taffet@dallasvoice.com

Stonewall Democrats leaders in Texas say the national organization’s announcement this week that it’s going "on hiatus" will have little effect on the state caucus or local clubs.

Jerame Davis, National Stonewall Democrats executive director, confirmed that the group plans to suspend operations in an exclusive interview with Dallas Voice this week. Davis said he’ll continue as an unpaid volunteer while a transitional board is assembled to prepare for a reboot of the organization in 2014. National Stonewall Democrats closed its Washington, D.C. office on Jan. 1 when a budget deficit announced early in December could not be paid by the end of the year.

“We’re the worker bees,” he said. “Elected officials always reach out to Stonewall.”

But while the national organization remains on hold, Olivarez expects the Texas caucus to become stronger and grow over the next year. Currently, he is working with groups from Fort Hood, north Houston and West Texas to form new chapters, in addition to the 11 clubs already operating in the state. He’s also planning a statewide summit on April 6-8 in Austin where he hopes to attract new members and spur interest in opening additional chapters.

Davis sent an email in early December warning the organization was facing a $30,000 deficit and might be forced to close if the money was not raised. When he became executive director in December 2011, he inherited the organization’s debt.

“We’ve never raised enough money out of dues alone to keep the organization going,” he said.

Reflecting on the past year, Davis said part of the problem was just how much money the presidential election sucked out of the pockets of donors. In addition, the Tammy Baldwin for Senate campaign siphoned funds from around the country.

“We hoped an angel would step in,” he said. “That didn’t happen.”

Omar Narvaez, president of Stonewall Democrats of Dallas, said the national group going on hiatus “will help the local coffers,” which could be important in a year with municipal elections in May.

Most national memberships come from local Stonewall organizations. When a member pays dues to the local group, $10 is passed along to Washington. In a year-end phone call to chapters, Davis encouraged them to continue sending dues to national. He said he understands they’d be paying into a hole and couldn’t require it.

Narvaez said the Dallas chapter will pay fourth-quarter dues from last year, adding that the local board planned to meet this weekend to decide how much additional money they’re willing to contribute. Narvaez noted that the Dallas group received benefits while the debt was incurred, so he expected the board would make some commitment.

Narvaez added that while much of what Stonewall Dallas does is work for candidates on a local level, the group needs a national voice.

Erin Moore of Dallas, who served on the national board, declined to comment for this article.

Eli Olivarez, president of the Texas Stonewall Democratic Caucus, said closing the D.C. office would not affect Texas, but he hopes the organization relaunches quickly. Olivarez said he thinks Stonewall Democrats should become part of the Democratic National Committee, just as Log Cabin Republicans are officially part of the Republican Party.

“They have the money to fund positions,” he said of the DNC.

He said Stonewall is important to the Democratic Party and in Texas Stonewall has a seat on the State Democratic Executive Committee.
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The ever-changing gay ‘scene’

From public parks to Grindr and how we view AIDS, the evolution of LGBT nightlife in South Florida over 25 years says a lot about our culture.

Each time I visit my parents in South Florida I am amazed by the evolution of the gay scene. It was an exhilarating, yet terrifying, time when I first came out of the closet in Fort Lauderdale in 1988. The majority of LGBT people weren’t out and those who were formed a tight-knit, supportive community. This was reflected by the standard bar greeting—a hug—which was offered to friends and even strangers.

The majority of gay bars were located in out of the way places, and once inside were dimly lit and drenched in a haze of smoke. The crowd skewed older because the younger generation was still in hiding. A subset of men used pseudonyms because they were terrified of beingouted.

It was a more dangerous time to be gay. When one walked on Federal Highway to get to the largest nightclub, The Copa, there was always the risk of hurled epiteths or bottles. On rare occasions, police raided gay bars ostensibly looking for drugs—but there was a strong undercurrent of homophobia.

AIDS had taken a heavy toll on South Florida’s LGBT community. Seemingly healthy people would be dancing one week and in hospital beds the next. One balmy August evening, I met a 22-year-old at The Copa. In my naiveté, I asked why he was wearing a winter sweater. He told me that he had AIDS and was suffering from the chills.

Within two years he had gone blind, caught pneumonia and died.

The threat of AIDS was ubiquitous. People were fighting the disease, taking care of sick friends and partners, mourning the loss of loved ones, or still HIV-negative and terrified of becoming infected. The scourge both destroyed and united a burgeoning community that had no one to depend on but themselves.

It was also an exciting time to be alive. The bars were full of energy and vibe. There was no Internet, so people could not meet after the bars closed and the only other option was cruising in public spaces, such as Victoria Park. Although, with a large number of men still in the closet, there were fewer possibilities to meet someone special, which created, in some cases, the loneliness exploited by the extreme right. (As usual, they were the problem, not the solution.)

By 1990, the scene had grown and largely gravitated to Miami’s South Beach. This was a time of gargantuan nightclubs, thumping music and excess. It seemed, in my view, it was a grand form of escapism in the age of HIV. It was also a lot of fun and more young gay people began to gingerly step out of the closet. This trend was expedited by political radicalization with groups like Act-Up and Queer Nation raising consciousness and visibility. In the coming years, activist groups, such as the Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation (GLAAD) and the Human Rights Campaign (HRC) would encounter exponential growth, offering a more formal face of activism.

By the late ’90s, the LGBT and arts communities had restored the glory of the once shabby and dangerous South Beach and turned it into an international destination. Rents began to rise and many LGBT homeowners cashed out. While South Beach is still a remarkable place to vacation and has a vibrant gay scene, it is no longer the Gay Mecca it was in its heyday.

The energy has now shifted to Wilton Manors, a small city near Fort Lauderdale that used to be known for its honkytonks and trailer parks. Today, the main strip bustles and bristles with well-lit bars and jumping nightclubs, such as The Manor. It has high-fashion gay clothing stores like J. Miles, and gay restaurants, such as Rosie’s and Tropics.

Many LGBT newspapers are closing nationwide, the local South Florida Gay News (SGFN) is thriving, offering a thick paper with real journalism.

Today, there are countless LGBT college-age youth who can barely fathom what life was like in 1988—only two years after the Supreme Court upheld sodomy laws in Bowers v. Hardwick. The bar scene is more subduced and is usually packed with friends simply hanging out.
U-BE Mocha Lounge Presents

Blue Haze
Come enjoy food, fun, karaoke, and Hookah!!!

Sunday, January 13th, 2013
8 p.m.
KUSH Bar & Grill
2100 Greenville Ave.
Dallas, TX 75206

more info call 214.960-7871

United Black Ellument
& CoachCouture Productions
Presents

WHAT I DID TO GET HIM &
WHAT I DO TO KEEP HIM

The Relationship Seminar
From a Black LGBT perspective!

Presenting the Couples

Curtis & Sam
Celebrating 13 Years

Brandon & Coach
Celebrating 7 Years

Nate & DeCameron
Celebrating 5 Years

Hasani & Dwayne
Celebrating 2 Years

Abul & Derek
Celebrating 2 Years

Surgio & Kris
Celebrating 7 Months

with
Psychotherapist
Tommy Jones
B.S. Psyc, M.A.CNSL, M.S.MFT, LCDC

Wednesday, January 16, 2013
United Black Ellument
3116 Commerce Street, Suite C
Dallas, TX 75226
7:00 PM
As an Asian-American actor, Hoon Lee is accustomed to looking at, as he says, “a smaller spectrum of roles.” So when a good one comes by, why turn it down?

That experience informed Lee’s decision to take on the role of Job, the cross-dressing Korean-American gangster in small-town Pennsylvania in Banshee, a new series premiering Friday on Cinemax. Considering it is executive-produced by gay Oscar-winner Alan Ball, it’s hard not to see the similarity to another of Ball’s series where a rural gay man in drag seems not to raise eyebrows.

“Yes, when I talked to people about this role, they always referenced Lafayette from True Blood,” Lee concedes with a chuckle.

“It’s as if he asks, where can we put these guys? Amish Country! Is there a niche we have another white, heterosexual Amish-American gangster in small-town Pennsylvania in Banshee? But that very question implies a problem. It’s never really [an issue] to say we have another white, heterosexual male hero — it’s a trope standard to the genre.”

Banshee revolves around a recently-paroled thief who steals the identity of the town’s new sheriff, enlisting the help of shady computer hacker Job to stay ahead of the game.

Lee had done drag for theater before, but this role upped it.

“I’d done drag once in a play, but it was a farce so it was part of that comedic thing. It was very much a new experience we all had to think about and work around. I felt the production was extremely helpful.”

Lee, who is straight, has been mindful of his responsibility not just to the character, but to the communities he represents — both LGBT and Asian-American.

“What I like about becoming part of this community of characters is, we have a sense of shaping how people see these kinds of characters,” he says. “The more extreme the character is, the more interested I am in doing it. It does carry a risk; you are sensitive to that as [a minority]. Is this propagating some stereotype of Asian men as gangsters? The real trap is looking at things in generalities. If there’s a sensational quality, that’s where the problem arises.”

If Job is a stereotype, it’s not a bad one. Lean and handsome, Lee plays Job with a sassy personality; when two teenage girls gawk at him sitting on a beach in a designer wrap, he hisses, “This is Diane von Furstenberg! Now go get pregnant, Snooki.”

Lee laughs at the reminder. A graduate of Harvard University, he brings a thoughtful, analytical approach to his role.

“What’s exciting to me about Job — and I really enjoy this character — is, I think there’s been a rich dialogue for why he does what he does. He pulls from whatever he needs to achieve his objective — that’s a computer hacker mentality. That also speaks to his cross-dressing — there’s a lot of power in the feminine side of the world, something men can’t access.

“I don’t get even asked to audition for these kinds of roles very much and I think the opportunity is tremendous. If someone watches me and puts me in a container in the first few seconds, that allows me to shatter that. If they don’t, they are waiting to see what you are.”

As for the downsides of playing gay and drag, so far Lee has just been happy to explore a unique aspect of society. Even his folks are cool with that.

“My parents are from Korea and pretty traditional,” he says. “What was really curious was, when I told them about the role, their reservations had nothing to do with drag, but the potential for me to be nude. That was funny to me. It’s nice to get these reminders that your parents aren’t as square as you think.”

BANSHEE
Premieres on Cinemax Jan. 11 at 9 p.m.

DRAGSTER | Korean-American actor Hoon Lee took on an unusual role — that of a small-town cross-dressing gangster — in the new Cinemax crime drama Banshee from Oscar-winner Alan Ball.

Cooking Channel’s Beekman Boys on their amazing ‘Race’

People might know Brent Ridge and Josh Kilmer-Purcell through their television show The Fabulous Beekman Boys on the Cooking Channel, but with their come-from-way-behind victory on last season’s Amazing Race, the couple is now twisters when it comes to TV fame, winning a race around the world.

“They actually recruited us,” Ridge says. “We knew as middle-aged contestants — even if we trained hardcore — we weren’t going to be the fastest or the youngest. So the couple 12 years strong focused on their secret weapon: trust in each other.

“When a team fails or gets eliminated, it usually stems from a team defeating itself. So we focused on how to communicate or motivate each other,” Ridge says.

But why run the race at all? In addition to TV fame, they already enjoy a trendy business run out of their farm; Ridge is also a physician and Kilmer-Purcell a novelist. Was mere vanity driving them?

“There is this notion that because we’re on TV, we’re millionaires already, but you don’t make very much money on reality TV — certainly not enough to get Josh here to the farm full time,” Ridge says. “The last five years Josh has been at the farm only on weekends. Now, with the winnings, he can be here all the time.”

It was the infamously aggressive Sri Lankan sister team — The Twinnies — who many considered the boys’ closest rivals. Likeably brash and never afraid to refer to the team as “the gays” or make catty remarks about them, they ended up being key factors in the boys’ victory. “They really riled up our spirit and we got sassy back,” Ridge says. “When we crossed the finish line, the twins were one of the first we thanked for lighting a fire under our asses.”

Their run through Gotham Hall was one of last year’s unforgettable TV moments, especially for gay viewers who have waited nearly a decade since Reichen and Chip won to see a queer team take it.

“Having us as underdogs, which we were, and people plotting against us I think brought up that alienation gay people have growing up,” he says. “Many times, people were counting us out or never thought we had a chance. But we did it and perhaps viewers triumphed with us.”

— Rich Lopez
The memorable events related to Dallas living in 2012 included the following:

1. **Big Tex burns up.** The iconic Animatronic symbol of the State Fair ignited the final weekend of the fair as shocking images of the skeletal remains poured over the Internet. Personally, we weren’t surprised — we always suspected Big Tex was a flamer.

2. **The Calatrava/Margaret Hunt Hill Bridge opens.** Sure, some had dismissed it as the bridge to nowhere, but actually it makes travel to the Oak Cliff gayborhood a snap now. Plus, whatever you think about its necessity, the thing’s just gorgeous — a welcome addition to Dallas’ already impressive skyline.

3. **The Perot Museum of Nature and Science opens ahead of schedule.** Coming nearly two months earlier than predicted, this late entry in the year — with its Borg Cube profile and strange scenic escalator — ended up being a primo destination in 2012, from the interesting exhibitions to a venue for fundraisers and other social events. Get used to coming here.

4. **Lucien Freud exhibit at the Modern in Fort Worth.** Widely regarded as one of the greatest art displays of the decade anywhere in North Texas, this exquisite collection of portraits from the grandson of the famed psychoanalyst had its own psychological components.

5. **The Dallas Way brings LGBT history online.** This project to record and preserve the LGBT history of Dallas proceeded in earnest in 2012, as UNT began archiving items to go online when sufficient funds are raised, paving a resource for gay historians for years to come.

6. **Dallas returns, just as J.R. departs.** Long promised and longer delayed, the TV series Dallas came back with a vengeance, scoring big ratings with the return of many original cast members. Season 2 kicks off in a few weeks on TNT, but the recent death of star Larry Hagman will no doubt make the story arcs feel bittersweet.

7. **Color of night: Dallas lights up after dark with Chihuly, Chinese lanterns.** Never was there a better time to be outdoors after nightfall than in 2012, with both the Dale Chihuly glass “flowers” at the Dallas Arboretum and the Chinese lanterns at Fair Park. You could enjoy both exhibits during the day, but the illuminations after dark were simply dazzling.

8. **Uptown Players stages Dustin Lance Black’s 8.** You can’t really put this one-night-only staged reading of the Oscar winner’s play about the legal battle over Prop 8 in the “stage” category — it was more politically relevant than that. Using actual court transcripts, the play boils down the hypocrisy and misinformation about gay people with moving performances from the local cast.

9. **Klyde Warren Park decks out the Arts District.** Uniting Downtown with Uptown may be the greatest legacy of the long-planned deck park, which will serve to make the isolated central business district more pedestrian friendly. We hope.

10. **The Downtown Omni Hotel becomes part of the landscape.** Although it actually opened in late October 2011, it was in 2012 that we saw the Omni not as a symbol of wrangling in city politics but as its own landmark, adding already-captivating lights displays to its Dallas-themed interiors.

— Arnold Wayne Jones
Many medical service providers focus on treating symptoms of illness. They prescribe treatments that alleviate the symptoms but in many cases, the root cause is simply a hormone deficiency. Why treat the symptoms when the true root cause can be eliminated through bio-identical hormone replacement therapy?

As men age, levels of important hormones such as Human Growth Hormone and Testosterone decrease. Bio-identical Hormone Replacement Therapy can offer life changing health benefits and get you feeling like yourself again. Total Med Solutions specializes in Human Growth Hormone and Testosterone therapies which can prevent conditions caused by hormone deficiencies. Regardless of the conditions which are causing your symptoms, a visit to Total Med Solutions can help you address the true, underlying root causes and improve overall health, wellness and quality of life.
Testosterone Therapy
Hormone Replacement Therapy
Human Growth Hormone (HGH)

CALL NOW TO BOOK YOUR APPOINTMENT AND RECEIVE A FREE PSA (PROSTATE SCREENING BLOOD TEST)

LOCATIONS
5445 La Sierra Dr. Suite 420
Dallas, Texas 75231  |  214.987.9200
6101 Windcom Ct. Suite 300
Plano, Texas 75093  |  214.987.9203

Additional services available at additional cost.
Restaurants change; the best restaurants want to, and you want them to. Consistency is a virtue, but so are innovation and seasonality. Diners want them to hire better chefs, better waitstaff, better managers. You want the décor to evolve. So a restaurant you like at one point in the year — perhaps even in one month of it — may be very different later. It’s just the way of the world works.

Sometimes that change is significant: Both Campo and Monica’s Nueva Cocina would have likely made my list, but aren’t around anymore. Failing within a year is always a sad thing in the restaurant biz.

That is why I steer clear of naming my “top 10 new restaurants” of the year — what I liked in February might have gone downhill by December. And so, I prefer to offer my “top 10 tables” — the experiences that I remember most from the year of restaurant dining. They showed excellence with consistency of style.

In one instance, one restaurant that opened on Dec. 30, 2011, remained near the top of the list all year. Others got off to late starts.

I typically try to draw a line in the fall of what I consider “new,” but so many good restaurants opened up near the end of 2012 that I had to

Top tables of 2012

We pick the new restaurants that helped define 2012’s culinary scene.
We pick the new restaurants that helped define 2012’s culinary scene.

1. **Stampede 66.** Stephan Pyles’ first new concept in two years may be one of his best ever, with engaging décor, an accessible price point and a style that recalls his legendary Star Canyon, without mimicking any of the menu.

2. **Oak.** An elegant look in the Design District seemed a no-brainer, but Oak did more than impress our eyes — it thrilled my palate from Day 1, with exquisitely conceived dishes and a menu unlike anything offered in Dallas today. Invention won the day.

3. **Spoon.** Top Chef evictee John Tesar has nothing to complain about: His effort at high-end seafood in Preston Center is a huge success, with Texas influences kept my tastebuds guessing... in all the right ways.

4. **Mr. Mesero.** Don’t be fooled by its small size, restaurant-row-ish location or that its predecessor was a tacky breastaurant. The founder of FT33 is not every item soars, the promise of what is to come will keep us interested.

5. **Seasons 52.** Alas, a chain; alack, one of the best! With a brilliant concept (nothing on the menu is over 600 calories, including the luscious mini-desserts), this Florida-based concept moved to Plano two years ago but finally made it to Dallas proper in 2012, giving healthy eating a good name for once.

6. **FT33.** If you do nothing more than stare longingly at the dishes chef Matt McCallister whips up, you’ll be impressed by this chef-driven restaurant in the Design District. Although not every item soars, the promise of what is to come will keep us interested.

7. **Sissy’s.** Southern cooking got its most forceful exponent, thanks to restaurateur Lisa Garza (she of Suze), who led the way in making fried chicken the hot dish of 2012. But there was so much more for a good of Southener to enjoy on this cheeky neighborhood spot.

8. **Boulevardier.** It’s not uncommon nowadays for restaurants to make in-house charcuterie — Brian Luscher at The Grape led the way, with Charlie Palmer and others doing it, too. To them, add Boulevardier, which offers delightful interpretations of rustic French cuisine in a bistro setting that would be at home in Paris or Manhattan.

9. **Ser.** We were so sad to see Nana go in 2012, but Ser opened up quickly, giving Dallas diners back their chance to look at their town from the best view in the city. Though pricey, the meats here are exceptional, and even the soups made us converts.

10. **Dalat.** Forget what you may have heard about this hole-in-the-wall not being “authentic” enough — Dalat’s fusion of Vietnamese cuisine with Texas influences kept my taste buds guessing... in all the right ways.

TRAVEL DIARY

What are the nation’s most gay-friendly cities? The Human Rights Campaign’s first Municipal Equality Index (MEI) rates the public policies and legal rights of LGBT citizens in 137 U.S. cities in 47 criteria, and 11 cities scored a perfect 100. Some of them aren’t all that surprising — Long Beach, Los Angeles, San Diego and San Francisco — all in Cali; Seattle and progressive Portland, Ore. in the Pacific Northwest; Boston/Cambridge, Philly and of course New York City in the East.

The outlook that pleased us, though? St. Louis. Mo. It was the lone city in the middle of the country so honored with 100 points. In terms of LGBT legislation, St. Louis is one of the most progressive cities in the country, with the study evaluating a city on nondiscrimination laws, relationship recognition, the municipality’s employment policies, municipal services and programs, how well the municipal law enforcement responds to LGBT issues and the municipality’s relationship with the LGBT community.

“We are proud to see the prominence of St. Louis,” says A.J. Bockelman, exec director of PROMO, Missouri’s LGBT advocacy organization. “It reflects the value the LGBT community provides to the health and prosperity of our city.”

A number of other cities scored 95 or above, including Berkeley, Palm Springs and West Hollywood, Calif.; Denver, Chicago, Hartford, Conn.; Albany, N.Y., and Madison, Wisc.

Those in the single digits are Jackson, Miss. and Avondale Estates, Ga. (8), Pleasant Ridge, Mich. (3), and Baton Rouge, La. and Cheyenne, Wyo. (2). And at zero? Well, there are two: Montgomery, Ala. and Frankfort, Ky. There’s something sad about a state that’s abbreviated “KY” doing so poorly with gay rights.

If you want to start saving for your big trip in 2013, the best way to go about it might be with MyTab.co (note: Not.com, but just .co). This social gift exchange allows you to add dollars to your online travel card. Customers can set up an account on the website, as well as wish lists. Folks can contribute to it instead of buying you presents for birthdays, graduations or anniversaries, consolidating your gifts in one place. It’s like crowd-sourcing for air fare. And MyTab offers discounts via its Match MyCash service, which generates competitive bids from travel businesses competing for your bucks.

— Arnold Wayne Jones
WATERTOWER THEATRE PRESENTS

JAN 11 - FEB 3, 2013

PUTTING IT TOGETHER

A MUSICAL REVUE by Stephen Sondheim
DIRECTED BY TERRY MARTIN

Stephen Sondheim’s Putting It Together is a musical revue celebrating the composer’s incomparable career. The production showcases the songs of Sondheim with such shows as Sweeney Todd, Follies, A Little Night Music, Company, A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum and more.

Featuring nearly 30 Sondheim tunes, Putting It Together is performed by five people thrown together at a party in a Manhattan penthouse, exploring the many facets of relationships including the follies of dating, marriage and everything that happens in between.

Sponsored by: Women of WaterTower Theatre (WOW)
WaterTower Theatre gratefully acknowledges the support of: The Town of Addison, TACA, TCA, The Schubert Foundation & The 500, Inc.

New for 2013
- A new bingo machine
- Exciting new games
- Higher cash payouts
- More celebrity guests

Hosted By: Jenna Skyy

Fifty Shades of Gay!

Saturday January 19

Tickets and info available at rcdallas.org/gaybingo or call 214-540-4495 for details.
The Rose Room (inside 54) | Doors open 5pm

NEW GAYBINGO EVENTS!

Resource Center Dallas launches “Gaybingo Presents” in 2013.

- Gaybingo Presents integrates music, fashion, dance, comedy and features the most entertaining performances in town, and we’re not playing games!

Gaybingo North Dallas puts a new spin on Gaybingo and will be hosted by comedy legend Paul J. Williams, as Sister Helen Holy.

Gaybingo Dallas is an event of:
rcdallas.org/gaybingo
214-540-4495
Saturday 01.12

DIVA holds new member clinics
If you wanna get your butt moving after all the holiday indulgences and the gym isn't calling your name, consider signing up to play in the Dallas Independent Volleyball Association. The group is holding a series of six new member clinics, beginning Saturday but also Monday and Wednesday of this week. It doesn't matter your skill level — there's always room for one more DIVA.

DEETS: Polk Rec Center, 6801 Roper St. Jan. 12, noon–2 p.m.; Jan. 14 and 16, 7–9 p.m. DIVADallas.org.

Saturday 01.12

Dumae marks 30 years of fundraising
What were you doing in 1983? Well, Don Jenkins was creating an alter ego that would live on 30 years. Drag diva Donna Dumae has been a staple on the North Texas charitable scene for 30 years this month, and she's celebrating by returning to her hometown and where her first Imperial Family was located in Fort Worth, raising money for AIDS Outreach Center Food Pantry.

DEETS: Club Reflection, 608 W. Jennings St., Fort Worth. Cocktails at 5 p.m., curtain at 6 p.m.

Monday 01.14

Sondheim gets ‘Put Together’ at WaterTower
Now that the holidays have ended, many theater companies are back on the boards, starting this week. Probably the gayest of them will be at WaterTower Theatre, where Bob Hess, Diana Sheehan and other theater all-stars join together in this production of Putting It Together, a musical tribute to the songs of Broadway legend and gay icon Stephen Sondheim. It's in previews all weekend, but Monday is opening night ... and there's nothing like an opening night!

GET BIGGER IN 2013!

Dr. Joel Kaplan 
medical grade 
cylinders and pumps

Nail Polish Removers and 
Whip Cream accessories

Pipes & Tobacco accessories

DVDs as low as $9.99

Large variety of Lube

Top Brands like Fleshjack, 
Perfect Fit, Falcon, 
Colt & Spartacus

Oxball C-Rings 
in many styles and colors

1720 W. MOCKINGBIRD LANE (enter in rear behind New Fine Arts) DALLAS, TX 75235 • 214-630-7071 • www.sexysite.com

FRIDAY 01.11

THEATER


FINE ART

Optical Spaces: The Art of Victor Vaserely opens at the MADI Museum, 3109 Carlisle St. Jan. 11–April 7. (Opening night reception starts at 6:30 p.m. for general public.) Free. GeometricMadiMuseum.org.


BROADCAST

Malibu Country. New sitcom co-starring Lily Tomlin as Reba McEntire’s pot-smoking mom. Ch. 8 at 7:30 p.m.

COMMUNITY

Dallas FrontRunners fun run for all levels. Meet at the statue of Robert E. Lee at Lee Park at 8:30 a.m.; brunch follows. FrontrunnersDallas.org.

Fuse: Core Group for gay men ages 18 to 29. Resource Center Dallas, 2701 Reagan St. 2–5 p.m. 214-540-4435. GetYourFuseOn.com.

BROADCAST

Lambda Weekly. LGBT radio for North Texas. This week’s guest is Bob Williams from Ranch Hand Rescue. Williams’ enterprise is the subject of the cover story this week. 89.3 KNON-FM at 11 a.m. LambdaWeekly.com.

SUNDAY 01.13

WORSHIP

Cathedral of Hope. Traditional service at the United Church of Christ congregation. 5910 Cedar Springs
SONDHEIMANIA | It’s a Stephen Sondheim-centric, week, with ‘Putting It Together’ at WaterTower in Addison and ‘West Side Story’ arriving for a week at Bass Hall in Fort Worth. (Photo courtesy Carol Rosegg)

Road. 9 a.m. and 11 a.m. CathedralOfHope.com.
The ONE Church, 5427 Philip Ave. Services 6 p.m. Dallas1Church.org.
Breath of Life Interfaith Mindfulness Fellowship.
LGBT-friendly “meditation and more” event. Inspired by Buddhist spirituality, all faiths welcome. Deaf interpretation provided. Dallas Meditation Center, 727 S. Floyd Road, Richardson. 5 p.m. Donations accepted. InterMindful.com.

COMMUNITY
Youth First Texas Collin County. Group for LGBTQ youth and allies up to age 22. North Texas Youth Connection — Allen Office, 201 W. Boyd Road, Suite 105D, Allen. 6 p.m. CollinCounty@YouthFirstTexas.org.

MONDAY 01.14
COMMUNITY
Stonewall Group of Narcotics Anonymous. Meets daily at noon and 7:30 p.m., 5353 Maple Ave. #130 (entrance at rear of building).
Stonewall Democrats of Tarrant County. Tommy’s Hamburger Grill, 5228 Camp Bowie Blvd., Fort Worth. 7 p.m. 817-913-8743.
PFLAG Mesquite. St. Stephen United Methodist Church, 2520 Oates Drive, Mesquite. 7 p.m. 972-279-3112.

TUESDAY 01.15
THEATER

COMMUNITY
Gaymsters bridge club. Congregational Life Center, Cathedral of Hope, 5910 Cedar Springs Road. 2 p.m.
The ONE Church, 5427 Philip Ave. Bible study 7:30–10 p.m. Dallas1Church.org.

WEDNESDAY 01.16
COMMUNITY
Youth First Texas groups for ages 14 to 22. 3918 Harry Hines Blvd. Fridays–Saturdays and Tuesdays–Wednesdays at 6 p.m., Thursdays at 4 p.m. YouthFirstTexas.org.
Dallas FrontRunners fun run for runners and walkers at all levels. Meet at the statute of Robert E. Lee at Lee Park at 7 p.m. Dinner to follow. FrontrunnersDallas.org.
FUSE drop-in weekdays for gay and bi guys up to 29. Resource Center Dallas, 2701 Reagan St. Tuesdays–Fridays at 2 p.m. DFWFuse.com.

THURSDAY 01.17
THEATER

COMMUNITY
The ONE Church, 5427 Philip Ave. Fellowship 7:30–10 p.m. Dallas1Church.org.
CAPRICORN  Dec 21–Jan 20
You could use time and space to sit back and review the way things stand, but it’s probably not going to happen because you’re in the midst of reaping the best from what your life has birthed in the last three years.

AQUARIUS  Jan 21—Feb 20
The pace is slowing down just long enough for you to catch your breath. In the midst of a lot of stress, your life has been boosted from one level to the next. By the time you read this, you will be preparing for the next phase of whatever comes.

PISCES  Feb 21—Mar 20
Things that happened a long time ago have been popping up to remind you how far you’ve come. This could include very significant people returning at a critical point in time. All of these things mean something. You have lived long enough to know that what goes around comes around.

ARIES  Mar 21—Apr 20
The next time you stop thinking about yourself long enough to notice what’s going on with someone else, you’ll be amazed to find out that others are having a tough time dealing with your nonsense.

TAURUS  Apr 21—May 20
This is all about what belongs to who and/or who belongs to what. The bigger part of you would be fine if you wound up losing it all. In some small way you understand that possessions don’t make us who we are.

GEMINI  May 21—Jun 20
Just when you were getting ready to bail, in the midst of the craziest scenario you’re looking at the other side of the worst of it. For a few weeks do your best to hold steady and strengthen your position enough to prepare for the next go-round.

CANCER  Jun 21—Jul 20
Your plans may need some adjustment. Remain open to the idea that none of this is up to you. In the long run, those closest to you may have more to say about it than you do. Changes in their reality are bound to spill over and affect you.

LEO  Jul 21—Aug 20
Too much external pressure has combined with the stuff you do to yourself to create a sense of being a prisoner inside your own life. It doesn’t have to be this way. The need for drama, and the desire to be center-stage has twisted up your priorities.

VIRGO  Aug 21—Sep 20
It’s always a mixed bag with you; everything’s OK on the surface, but the inside story is a mix of anxiety that you can’t put your finger on. If you feel more neurotic than usual, the things that distract you are ringing up enormous amounts of fear.

LIBRA  Sep 21—Oct 20
No one can tell you what others will do. Second guessing people is a tricky sort of business. You’re going to have to let your instincts guide your choices because when logic and reason no longer apply, your mind is bound to make a mess of it.

SCORPIO  Oct 21—Nov 20
You can’t account for the way others seem to overreact everything you do. I’m not sure it’s about not being receptive; it feels more like someone needs to maintain the boundary that keeps their identity intact.

SAGITTARIUS  Nov 21—Dec 20
The need to make room for others’ idiosyncrasies is always the issue; you’re about to lose it as far as that goes. In the coming weeks the pressure to be OK with just about anything will see you calling on your sense of humor.

---

**CELEBRITY BIRTHDAY**

Zak Spears turns 48 on Tuesday. The muscular, hirsute star of porn films for Falcon Studios since 1993. He also appeared in gay filmmaker Gregg Araki’s 1995 non-porn indie film *The Doom Generation* under his birth name, Khristofor Rossianov.

---

**Kyle’s Bed & Breakfast**

by Greg Fox
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**CELEBRITY BIRTHDAY**

Zak Spears turns 48 on Tuesday. The muscular, hirsute star of porn films for Falcon Studios since 1993. He also appeared in gay filmmaker Gregg Araki’s 1995 non-porn indie film *The Doom Generation* under his birth name, Khristofor Rossianov.
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I Dreamed A Dream

Solution on page 25

Across
1 Bones partner
5 Second fruit eater
9 Go lickety-split
14 Give a hang
15 Vincent Lopez theme song
16 Word before “hot”
17 End note
18 Rachel’s TV show
19 Playful aquatic critter
20 Javert portrayer in 39-Across
23 Barely get by, with “out”
24 Once Upon a Mattress legume
25 Begin stomping grounds
29 They go into drives
30 Funny Girl holder
34 Skin moisturizer
35 Letters on the Internet
37 Org. for Bama and LSU
38 Mardi Gras follower
39 Gay fave movie of 2012
43 Vidal’s Breckinridge
44 California has a big one
45 Maiden name preceder
46 Gaza Stripper, e.g.
47 Some like them hot
49 Come out in the long run
53 Howard of Gone With the Wind
55 D.C. lobby group
57 Collection suffix
58 Fantine portrayer in 39-Across
62 Begins, on Broadway
65 Somewhat, in music
66 Bus Stop playwright
67 Amadeus star
68 Countee Cullen work
69 Stag party?
70 Pie fight sound
71 “The ___ the limit!”
72 Says further

Down
1 What Arlen did to The Wizard of Oz
2 Noh alternative
3 Murdoch and others
4 The L.A. Sparks strip them
5 Avoid going straight
6 Word after bottom
7 Mapa of Desperate Housewives
8 Editor Roshan
9 Comes in third
10 Hugh Jackman played him in The Boy from Oz
11 Enjoy orally
12 Wife without in-laws
13 Aachen article
21 Coarse salt in the tub
22 Tin Man slicker
26 Helm location
27 Seemingly forever
28 Rent or allow
30 Ted of gossip
32 Former NFL player Tuatolo
33 Musket attachment?
36 Prick up one’s ears
39 Ancient harp
40 The Gay ’90s, and more
41 Boy in a Johnny Cash song
42 Tree with triangular nuts
43 Grand ___ seizure
48 Kevin of American Beauty
50 Occurred to (with “on”)
51 Like Dorian Gray
52 They might be charging
54 Map legend, usually
56 Water molecule threesome
59 Omar of ER
60 Pan foe
61 Elton John Broadway musical
62 Satisfied cries, perhaps
63 Type of tent
64 Wing for Julia Morgan

A Couple of guys®

Dave Grossman

“The White Stuff”

I was gonna invite Sue and Simone over for hot chocolate...

...but they aren’t home.

Yeah, they said they’re going up to the park to build a snowman.

Yeah and Simone is a ceramicist and a sculptor, what does she get out of making something as simple as a snowman?

That’s no man! No, it isn’t!

Can you imagine?

An uppity intellectual, like Professor Sue building a snowman?

©2013 Dave Grossman

e-mail: acoupleofguys@qsyndicate.com

www.facebook.com/acoupleofguys

This Paper is 100% RECYCLABLE
Friends’ night out at the Hidden Door.

Friends’ night out at Station 4.

Justin and Rachel at the Rainbow Lounge.

Miss Gay Texas 2013 Madison Devoreaux and Miss Gay Texas State at Large 2013 Natasha P. emcee with special guest performers Xacora Cayne Martinez, Matty Madison, Kelly O’Neill and Bill Lindsey for the first prelim for Miss Gay Texas State and State at Large on Jan. 13 at The Brick. … Krystal Summers and Jenna Sky host Mr. Rainbow 2013 at the Rainbow Lounge on Jan. 15. The show stars Texas All American Gent 2013 Rico Demoray and the winner takes home $500. … Jenni P. is the host at Sunday Service at JR’s Bar & Grill on Jan. 13. Then the bar holds a CD release party for Ciara’s new ferocious dance-floor single and video “Got Me Good” from the upcoming album One Woman Army on Jan. 15. … Kickback appears at Sue Ellen’s on Jan. 11 and Anton Shaw and the Reason on Jan. 12. Then Sunday is Fish Fry Bingo. … Mark Alan Smith headlines at Alexandre’s on Jan. 11. The Matt Barron Band performs on Jan. 12 and Anton Shaw appears Jan. 16. … Jada Fox hosts with special guests at Woody’s Sports and Video Bar. … DJ Roger brings all the great old country classics to Wild West Wednesdays at the Round-Up Saloon on Jan. 12. … Second Saturday Karaoke at Barbara’s Pavilion in Oak Cliff. … Sable, Rusty and Linza present Standing Ovation, a benefit for Celebration on the Lake Church at Garlow’s in Gun Barrel City on Jan. 12. … BJ’s NXS holds a customer appreciation party on Jan. 16.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY GREGORY HAYES.
To view more Scene photos, go to DallasVoice.com/Category/Photos.

Friends’ night out at Station 4.

Heidi and Britt at Sue Ellen’s.

Miss Gay Texas 2013 Madison Devoreaux and Miss Gay Texas State at Large 2013 Natasha P. emcee with special guest performers Xacora Martinez, Mattie Madison, Kelly O’Neill and Bill Lindsey for the first prelim for Miss Gay Texas State and State at Large on Jan. 13 at The Brick.

Kristal Summers and Jenna Skyy host Mr. Rainbow 2013 at the Rainbow Lounge on Jan. 15. The show stars Texas All American Gentle Rico Demornay and the winner takes home $500.

Jenni P. is the host at Sunday Service at JR.’s Bar & Grill on Jan. 13. Then the bar holds a CD release party for CIARA’s new ferocious dance-floor single and video “Got Me Good” from the upcoming album One Woman Army on Jan. 15.

Kick-back appears at Sue Ellen’s on Jan. 11 and Anton Shaw and the Reason on Jan. 12. Then Sunday is Fish Fry Bingo.

Mark Alan Smith headlines at Alexandre’s on Jan. 11. The Matt Barron Band performs on Jan. 12 and Anton Shaw appears Jan. 16.

Jada Fox hosts with special guests Thursdays at Woody’s Sports and Video Bar.

DJ Roger brings all the great old country classics to Wild West Wednesdays at the Round-Up Saloon.

Jan. 12 is Second Saturday Karaoke at Barbara’s Pavilion in Oak Cliff.

Sable, Rusty and Linze present Standing Ovation, a benefit for Celebration on the Lake Church at Garlows in Gun Barrel City on Jan 12.

BJ’s NXS holds a customer appreciation party on Jan. 16.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY GREGORY HAYES. To view more Scene photos, go to DallasVoice.com/Category/Photos.
Beautiful Mid-Century Modern Home in Lakewood
4125 Sperry, Dallas Tx. 75214

$399,000

This 3 bedroom, 3 bath home brings outdoors in.

Back yard steps down in three levels to a seasonal creek. Covered porch, stone patios and open spacious layout make it perfect for a no-kid couple who loves to entertain. Remodeled kitchen has granite counters, Spanish porcelain tile and stainless steel appliances. Huge downstairs area provides ample space for utility, game room, office or additional living area. Enjoy quick access to White Rock Lake Park. Greenhouse is a bonus!

Contact Ken Lampton with RE/MAX About Dallas at 214-502-5858

LOCATION LOCATION LOCATION
FOR SALE UPTOWN CONDO
2 Bedroom / 2 bath $120,000
NEXT TO THE KATY TRAIL
214-274-7741

One Month Free Rent
OAK LAWN CONDO
$900/Mo.
Wycliff & Dickason
Available Immediately.
214-629-3814 817-726-8943

DOG LOVERS DREAM
Very private guesthouse overlooking wooded creek.
Bedroom, Bath, Living Room, Full Kitchen.
Washer/Dryer, 45 Foot Pool. 700 Sq.Ft.
All Bills Paid - including Wi-Fi and cable.
214-520-7090

11316 VALLEYDALE
Amazing Mid-Century $599,000

41 are in sought after neighborhood. 4 Bedroom, 3 Bath taken to studs and beautifully renovated. Two master suites, Vaulted ceilings, Pecan floors, Quartz countertops, Japanese tile backsplash, Tuscan windows, and much more.

Please contact BJ Williams at 512-917-1149

VINTAGE (1948) Bungalow
1400 Sq.Ft.
NEWLY RENOVATED
3 bedroom, 2 bath

Come see this beauty and fall in love! $1750.00/Mo., $1000 Security Deposit

Impressive improvements include a master suite featuring a huge shower and walk-in closet, including washer and dryer, all new windows and appliances, granite countertops, breakfast bar and custom cabinets in kitchen. Large back deck for relaxing and entertaining, oversized yard with primary fence, sprinkler system, professionally landscaped and maintained. Fabulous neighborhood, super owner/landlord. Parents were the original owners.

Please contact BJ Williams at 512-917-1149

ONE BEDROOM
10203 EASTWOOD DR.

$950/Mo. on one year lease, 1 month deposit.
972-757-1709

PARKFORD OAKS APARTMENTS

BEST KEPT SECRET IN OAK LAWN
• Intrusions Alarms
• Washer/Dryer Included
• Entertainment Serving Bars
• Creek Views Available

One Bedroom Community
STARTING AS LOW AS $760*
 Mention This Ad & Receive 1/2 off of your application fee.

ASK ABOUT OUR REDUCED RATES ON OUR SPACIOUS DUNHILL FLOORPLAN, LIMITED TIME ONLY!

214-520-0282 parkfordoaks.com

NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE.

Seeking experienced, friendly, outgoing & energetic
Oak Lawn Community Band has an
Openings for position of Music Director.
We Move Out Today... You Move In Tomorrow!!

We are currently seeking qualified
CLUB DALLAS
Sales Consultants

Apply online at www.Dallasvoice.com.

Job Wanted

I am a Personal Assistant
WE ARE CURRENTLY HIRING

For details.

No hidden costs

www.oaklawnband.org, send resumes

214-274-7741

To view this and other classified ads, please visit:
www.dallasvoice.com/classy

To advertise » 214.754.8710

to shop » dallasvoice.com/classy

GREG HOOVER
Classifieds Account Manager

PHONE: 214.754.8710
EXT. 123

FAX: 214.969.7271

E-MAIL: hoover@dallasvoice.com
Great 700 Sq.Ft. Studio
$800/Mo. + Elec.
Private entry, patio, access to laundry, kitchenette.
Photos at http://tinyurl.com/475ymno
214-597-7229 info@apartguy.com Broker/Owner

NORTH DALLAS GALLERIA
AI at 214-770-1214

FAIRFAIR APARTMENTS
6201 Bordeaux (between Lemmon & Knox) 1 & 2 Bedrooms from $725
Hardwoods, Sparkling Pool, Gated, Dog Park
LOOK & LEASE SPECIAL!
214-956-9845 fairfaxapt@aol.com

Beallwick

Studios $485-$545
1 Bedroom $575-$700
2 Bedroom $900-$950
Near Highland Park
$259 Move In Special! WITH 12 MONTH LEASE
214-524-0181  214-516-0172

An Oasis in the City!

Fairfax Apartments

20 YEARS EXPERIENCE
IN OAK LANE & ALL OF DALLAS
DalesAreaMovers.com
972-514-8804  214-586-1738

Dr. Move.com

We Heal Your Moving Pain

Fantastic Moves
214.349.MOVE
Experience Counts!
15+ YEARS SUPPORTING THE COMMUNITY
www.FantasticMoves.com

Best Movers 2012!

Dale’s Area Movers

FREE Exact Online Quote
972-929-3095 or 1-888-Dr-Move-1
FREE Boxes, Tape & Bubble Wrap. Call For 15% off. Proceed CAREFULLY.

www.dallasvoice.com

Floral Designers Needed
Seeking experienced, friendly, outgoing & energetic floral designers for an up and growing flower shop that deals in everyday and special events.
Must have 5 years experience, computer literacy & FTD Mercury & computer system knowledge.
Send resume to designerross@gmail.com

www.dallasvoice.com

FLORAL DESIGNERS NEEDED

I am a Personal Assistant
( I CAN PROVIDE YOU )
Trustworthy dedicated services including: Organizing/ Personal errands / Offices duties/Appointment scheduling/Pet care/ House cleaning/ Travel arrangements/ Events/ Clothes & Grocery shopping
214.801.8355
dianemoten01@hotmail.com

Dance Club on Maple Ave. FOR SALE
We Move Out Today... You Move In Tomorrow!
All Licenses up to date 3000 Sq.Ft. space
Please call or email for details.
Rachel Miles 817-914-3972 or Rachel01Kaietene.cc

www.dallasvoice.com

AIDS Arms Inc. is seeking a Prevention with Positives manager for its HIV/STD prevention initiative, Project CONNECT. For more information, please visit our website at www.aidsarms.org.

AIDS Arms Inc. is seeking a Behavioral Health Case Manager for its HIV/STD prevention initiative, Project CONNECT. For more information, please visit our website at www.aidsarms.org.

AIDS Arms Inc. is seeking a Linkage to Care Specialist for its HIV/STD prevention initiative, Project CONNECT. For more information, please visit our website at www.aidsarms.org.

 seeker data entry specialist & prevention programs assistant at Resource Center Dallas. See complete job details at www.rcdallas.org

Club Dallas
is currently seeking qualified ASSISTANT MANAGER APPLICANTS.
Must possess prior management experience & strong customer service skills. Submit resumes to:
2616 Swiss Ave. Dallas Tx 75204
No phone calls please.

Oak Lawn Community Band has an opening for a Concert Director. Interested candidates can go to www.oaklawnband.org, send resumes or email, applicant4547@att.net

BENEFITS:
Health, Holidays, Vacation & Pension.
Fax resume: 214-637-4479 or email, applicant4547@att.net
call next day 214-630-3999.

W A R E HOU S E /
JOBS SUPERVISOR

REQUIREMENTS:
Full or part-time. Load & unload service trucks (less than 50 lbs.), small equipment repairs, jobsite reporting/quality control. Driver’s license, no DWI’s.
Mon. – Sat. 6:30 am – 6:30 pm $115 – $15 per hr. + OT.

OFFICE POSITION
FULL OR PART-TIME

QUALIFICATIONS:
Team player, organized, self motivated and computer proficient (QuickBooks Pro). Job duties: computers, phones, filing, faxing and mailing.
Mon. – Fri. with 1 hr lunch. $10 – $15 per hour.

Sales Consultants
wanted for Mad Outre, MK Jackson’s custom designs. Please call 817.933.5751 or email madoutreworkender@gmail.com for details.

Interior designer looking for a creative assistant to help with all phases of the design process. Part time work, cash. Great part time work for design student or talented person, handyman skills a plus. University Park.
Mark. 619-847-6759

ACADEMY OF THE ARTS

ASST. DIRECTOR OF ADMINISTRATION

Are you an outstanding candidate? Are you ready for a challenge? We need an Assistant Director of Administration for our prestigious fine arts program. The ideal candidate will be self-motivated, a team player, and have 5 years of experience in an administration or accounting position. A Bachelor’s degree and 3 years of experience in a business/arts environment are required. Must have excellent computer and interpersonal skills. Salary range: $60,000 – $70,000. Benefits include health and dental insurance, a retirement plan and sick leave. Please send resume to: AcademyoftheArtsstraction@comcast.net

For more information, visit AcademyoftheArts.com

~ W.M. Carr Salon ~
3301 Oak Lawn Ave. Suite C
Dallas, TX 75219
214-520-0116 ~ wmcarrsalon.com

WE ARE CURRENTLY HIRING
A RECEPTIONIST
FOR THE WILLIAM CARR SALON.
Customer service skills as well as a professional, front desk appearance are required.
You must be able to work full-time Tuesday- Saturday, and be flexible.
If you are a professional, positive, energetic individual who enjoys working with people and you are interested in working with us, forward your resume for immediate review to:
wmcarr@sbeglobal.net

AIDS Arms Inc. is seeking a Preventive Health Case Manager for its HIV/STD prevention initiative, Project CONNECT.

AIDS Ar...
AIDS Arms, Inc. is seeking a Bilingual Care Coordinator to provide a range of care coordination activities and individualized recovery and treatment support to project clients. Bilingual English/Spanish is a must. Interested candidates should send their resumes to careers@aidsarms.org.

AIDS Arms, Inc. is seeking a Comprehensive Risk Counseling and Services (CRCS) Risk Reduction Specialist for its HIV/STD prevention initiative, Project CONNECT. For more details on job responsibilities and qualifications, please visit www.aidsarms.org. Interested candidates should forward their resumes to careers@aidsarms.org.

AIDS Arms, Inc. is seeking a full-time Bilingual Case Manager. For more details on job responsibilities and qualifications, please visit www.aidsarms.org. Interested candidates should forward their resumes to careers@aidsarms.org.

Care Coordinator, Homeless Program (3 positions)
AIDS Arms, Inc. is seeking Care Coordinators to provide a range of care coordination activities and individualized recovery and treatment support to project clients. To see the full job description, please visit www.aidsarms.org. Interested candidates should forward their resumes to careers@aidsarms.org.

AIDS Arms, Inc. is seeking a nurse practitioner or physician assistant with HIV clinical experience. For more information visit our site at www.aidsarms.org. Interested candidates should forward their resumes to careers@aidsarms.org.
AIDS Arms, Inc. is seeking Care Coordinators to provide a range of care coordination, case management, and support services to project clients. Bilingual Case Manager. For more details on job responsibilities and qualifications, please visit www.aidsarms.org.

Interested candidates should forward résumés to careers@aidsarms.org.
Sexual Health of McKinney

DO YOU HAVE A SEXUAL ADDICTION?
Are you preoccupied with sexual thoughts, ashamed of your actions and want treatment? Is your out of control behavior hurtful to others and causing you sadness?
WE CAN HELP YOU LEARN TO LIVE & LOVE.
CALL 214-718-8955 FOR A FREE CONSULTATION
sexualhealthofmckinney.com

Need a Therapist?
Edward Richards
M.A., LPC
3 Critical Qualities You Should Expect From Your Therapist!
• A therapist who is non-judgmental & compassionate
• A therapist who participates and gives you feedback
• A safe environment in which to be open and discuss your feelings.
• Sliding scale for anyone who has lost their income.

SexAddictionRecoveryDallas.com

Is your partner’s out-of-control sexual behavior putting your life here in Oak Lawn in jeopardy?
GET HELP FROM A TRAINED
SEX ADDICTION THERAPIST
Dr. Gary G. Kindley, D.Min.
Combining Psychotherapy & Spirituality
• Anxiety
• Addictions
• Depression
• LGBT Issues
• Relationships
• Life Coaching

Day, Evening & Weekend Appointments
wwwPragma.org
3906 Lemmon Ave (Above LaMadeleine)
DFW Metro 817-312-9919

LGBT Friendly Travel Destinations & Accommodations
Ask About The New OASIS SENS
LGBT friendly Hotel in Cancun
“I do the work You have the fun.”
LGBT Vacation Wedding Planning Now Available.
Jeff: 817-481-8631 x 8571
DynamicTravel.com
Jianah@DynamicTravel.com
Cruises & Vacation Travel • Group Vacation Planning

ITMS FOR SALE
Antiques & Collectibles
Lotti Gallery & Resale
Alle and Collectibles
214-526-5043
4431 Maple Ave. Dallas, TX 75219

PERSONAL CARE
Psychotherapists
PERSONAL CARE
Psychotherapists
PERSONAL CARE
Psychotherapists
PERSONAL CARE
Hypnosis
PERSONAL CARE
Salons/Stylists
PERSONAL CARE
Spirituality
New Year, New You... Same FLOSS Experience!

In-network pricing with most PPO plans
Modern, high-tech environment with a friendly atmosphere
Full-service dentistry & Cosmetic procedures
Provider of invisalign & invisalignteen.
Don’t forget to FLOSS!

FREE TEETH WHITENING FOR LIFE!
with cleaning, exam & x-rays. ($350 Value)

FLOSS
A NEW EXPERIENCE IN DENTISTRY

QUADRANGLE • 2828 Routh Street, Suite 310 • 214.969.1000
LEMMON • 3131 Lemmon Avenue • 214.978.0101

Clark Steffens, D.D.S.
Owner

flossdental.com